
 Provision Mapping of Science (Natural World) 
EYFS  

Curriculum 
Coverage 

   

  

  

  

  

  

Nursery 

Autumn Spring Summer 

  

Learn basic body parts 

through rhymes/songs 

  

Visit to the lake 

  

Farm visit and farm animals 

  

Talk about animals that 

hibernate through story 

  

Collecting and sorting leaves 

and seeds 

  

Autumn walk round lake 

  

Decorating a real Christmas 

tree 

  

Make sandwich and toast 

  

Visit to woods looking at 

plants/trees etc. 

  

Ice play 

  

Animals from the cold 

  

Making fruit kebabs 

  

Instrumental sound 

games 

  

Plant a sunflower and 

pumpkins 

  

How babies change 

 

Unfamiliar animals 

  

  

Beach visit 

  

Floating and sinking 

Sea creatures 

  

Make an ice lolly 

  

Mini beast hunt 

  

Fitness challenge/sports 

day 

  

Plant potatoes 

 

Making animal homes and 

looking at human homes 

(materials) 

  

Throughout 

year 

  

  

  

Children to describe the smell, touch, what they can see 

Make potion 

Cooking and baking 

Seasonal change and weather 

Key vocabulary Head, foot, hand, shoulder, arm, leg, frozen, vehicle names, farm animal names, leaf, 

tree, same, different, fruit names, vegetables names, baby, child, adult, float, sink, soil, 

growing, old, young, 

  

Example texts The Gruffalo, Percy the Park Keeper, Pumpkin Soup, Handa's Surprise, The Little Red 

Hen, What the LadyBird Heard, A Squash and a Squeeze, Stick man, Owl Babies, Bear 

Snores on, who sank the boat, we’re going on a bear hunt, leaf man, supertato, The 

Three little Pigs, The Gingerbread Man.  



Curriculum links  

 

 

Curriculum 

Coverage 

   

  

  

  

  

  
Reception 

  

  

Autumn Spring  Summer 

  

Signs of autumn in the 

woods, stories of 

hibernation and 

migration 

Nocturnal animals 

  

Harvesting potato and 

pumpkins 

 

Investigating seasonal 

vegetables and 

making soup.  

  

Planting flower bulbs 

  

Cooking with spices 

  

Making Christmas 

wreaths 

  

Wood visit to look at 

trees and plants 

  

Having a real 

Christmas tree in 

class. 

  

Arctic animals 

  

Changing states 

  

Making bird feeders 

  

Grow beans/ bean 

diary 

  

Drawing images of 

self 

  

Farm visit animal and 

their babies 

  

Body part names 

 

Making nests 

 

Making a wormery  

 

Looking after a 

classroom plant 

  

  

  

Strawberry farm visit 

  

Floating and sinking 

  

Different materials 

  

Classify plants and 

their main features 

  

Mini beast hunt and 

environments 

  

Caterpillars into 

butterflies 

  

Life cycles 

  

Homes animal and 

human 

(around the world) 

Throughout the year Keeping fit together effects to change on body 

Simple experiments 

Stem sentences asking questions 



Key vocabulary Hibernation, migration, nocturnal, harvest, solid, liquid, grow, float, 

sink, surface, stem, leaf, root, petal, environment, frozen, baby animal 

names, fingers, toes, skull, brain, heart, lungs, muscles, skeleton, bones, 

brick, stone, plastic, hay, clay, concrete  

Example texts The Gruffalo, Percy the Park Keeper, Pumpkin Soup, Handa's Surprise, 

The Little Red Hen, What the LadyBird Heard, A Squash and a Squeeze, 

Stick man, Owl Babies, Bear Snores on, jasper beanstalk, Jack and the 

beanstalk, 3 little pigs, the hungry caterpillar, Michael Recycle, Little 

Turtle Turns the Tide, The snail and the Whale.  

Curriculum links  

 
 
 
 
 

Early Independent Learning Opportunities that link 
the EYFS Curriculum to Key Stage One objectives 
 
 

Year 1 objective What you will see in  
Little Explorers (2’s) 

What you will see in 
Nursery & Reception 

gathering and recording data 

 

Sorting objects. 
Simple mark making with a 
range of media-paint, pencil, 
pen, chalk.  

Sorting materials and objects. 
Mark making materials and clipboards. 
Collecting different types of leaves and 
sorting.  
Use of register time to count and record the 
number of children in class. 
Simple picture graphs used to measure 
(who likes which fruit the most etc)  
Lab coats and goggles in role play. 
Observation equipment (magnifying 
glasses, tubes and containers) 
Mark making and recording using photos on 
iPads to record changes over time (growth)  

seasonal change and daily 
weather 

 

Observing daily weather. Access 
to waterproofs and weather 
appropriate clothing and shoes.  
Collecting leaves.  
Snow play. 

Stories, songs and rhymes in relation to 
seasons and weather. 
Daily weather check at welcome time.  
Observing change over time in the outdoor 
area (trees and grass).  
Visit to the farm at Spring time.  
Stories in relation to hibernation and 
nocturnal animals.  
Exploring non fiction books in the book area 
on seasons.  



Using ICT to take photographs and record 
change over time on the  interactive 
whiteboard.  
Use of welcome times to discuss changes in 
weather and why.  
Exploring and eating seasonal fruit and 
vegetables. 

performing simple tests 

 

 

Exploring with different size 
containers in water and sand 
play. 
Ice play and melting activities. 
Juicing fruit.  

Use of filling and emptying containers in the 
water and sand.  
Simple testing equipment in the provision 
(containers, magnifiers and pipettes)  
Simple science experiments including 
volcanoes, vinegar and baking powder, 
mixing of colours and oil and water.  
Experimenting equipment available in the 
provision.  
Examine change over time, for example, 
growing plants, and change that may be 
reversed, e.g. melting ice. 
Cup phones and string.  

identifying and classifying 

 

Beginning to help with tidying up. 
Identifying own belongings and 
pegs.  
Recognising and naming simple 
stories or characters from 
stories.  

Having an awareness of where things 
belong in the environment.  
Sorting materials based on properties in the 
environment.  
Grouping sea/farm/jungle animals together.  
Exploring a range of naturally found objects 
and identifying where they may be found.  
Beach visit to collect 
objects-stones/seaweed/shells 
 

close observations with simple 
equipment 

 

Exploring holding large 
magnifiers. 
Tweezers. 
Collandors and sieving 
equipment for soil, sand and 
water. 

Exploring using magnifiers. Bird feeders and 
binoculars all year round to look at insects 
and wildlife. Insect hotel in garden areas. 
Visits to different environments, to look at 
the features. 
Using tools to cut and change objects,. 
Ice balloons, Wormary, making 
observations of animals in books and other 
media, Using binoculars and magnifies. 
Observations of changing state 
experiments, living plants in the classroom 
and in outdoor areas.  

asking and answering scientific 
questions 

 

Responding to my own name.  
Beginning to respond 
appropriately to simple questions 
for example “who’s coming?” 
And the child looks to the door.  
Beginning to communicate wet 
or soiled nappy and toileting 
through simple gestures and 
words. 

Observational walks of the local area and 
discussing what the children observe.  
Small groups times whereby the children 
can make predictions and explore unusual 
materials and objects. 
Sinking and floating activities.  
Introduce vocabulary to enable children to 
talk about their observations and to ask 
questions. 
Curiosity cube used in class to encourage 
who, what and why questioning.  
 

identifying and naming everyday 
materials 

 

Key vocabulary printed in the 
environment with symbols and 
pictures to match. 
Modelling of vocabulary and 
language from staff.  

Key vocabulary printed in the environment 
with symbols and pictures to match. 
Identifying materials in the classroom e.g. 
sand , water, bricks. Different materials in 
the cut and stick area. Different malleable 



materials and textures throughout the year 
Different materials around the classroom. 
Materials placed in the cut and stick area. 
Malleable materials and different texture 
work. Building with different materials in the 
construction area. Modelling of material 
vocabulary. Local visits to identify materials 
in different environments.magnets/metal 
detectors and metallic play. Loose part play 
Junk modelling available for designing and 
building boats and houses based on 
material properties eg 
waterproof/strong/bendy.  

body parts and senses  Simple songs and rhymes 
naming body parts.  
Sensory dough. 
Herb garden.  
Dough disco 

Different sensory materials available 
throughout the year. Songs about the body 
and senses. Sensory dough. Texture works 
in art and in sand and dough. Outdoor 
garden. Sensory/listening walks.  Play with 
dolls. 

Learning parts of the body in PE, in stories 
and in class activities. Sensory activities 
throughout the year. Sensory games. 
Texture activities. Cutting and sticking 
activities to place body parts in correct 
order. Lung experiment (plastic bags and 
piping)  

describing properties of materials 
and classifying according to 
properties 

 

Sensory baskets. 
Building materials available. 
Sand and water available in the 
provision.  

Sorting activities and classroom 
organisation allows for sorting into 
categories at tidy up time.metal detector 
play.  
Metal detector play. Using different 
materials for correct purpose in building 
area and outdoors. Sorting activities. Cut 
and stick and loose part areas.  
Building dens in the outdoors using large 
sticks and waterproof materials.  
Floating and sinking  

identifying and naming a variety of 
plants including deciduous and 
evergreen trees 

 

Printing with leaves.  
Natural paintbrushes.  
Picking flowers and collecting 
leaves. 

Collecting leaves from local environments. 
Local walks and visits to different woodland 
environments to look at plants and trees. 
Collecting seeds and conkers etc. leaf and 
bark rubbings. Outdoor garden area. 
Growing plants, herbs and beans. Making 
potions with plants. 
Local visits to woods and woodland areas.  
Forest school session at SMPS with forest 
school teacher.  
Having real living plants in the classroom- 
children knowing how to keep them healthy. 
Use of real Christmas tree in class.  
Visit to local forest area with identifying 
cards- observational walk.  

identifying and describing the 
basic structure of plants 

Making potions and perfume with 
plants and flowers. 
Growing cress.  

Making potions with plants. Growing plants, 
seeds and vegetables in the outdoor area. 
Observations of plants and flowers in the 
classroom and live xmas tree. Leaf 



rubbings.  
Growing plants, flowers and vegetables in 
the outdoor area. Books around growing. 
Growing beans and making bean dairy. Life 
cycle work. Visits to woodland areas.  

identifying and describing a 
variety of animals including 
mammals, fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds; identifying 
carnivores, herbivores and 
omnivores 

Small world animals 
themes-jungle/sea/farm in 
provision.  
Songs about animals. 
 

Small world animals, books about animals 
in book area. Songs about animals. Sea 
creatures in water tray. Animal visits into 
school. Fram trip.Animals and their young 
work 
Farm trip, animal visits into school, 
minibeast hunts.  Observations of insects in 
outdoor area.Visit to lake to see birds. 
Making bird feeders. Books with animals  in 
the reading area. . Growing caterpillars into 
butterflies. Small world animal play. 

 
 

 


